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Turn your most advanced integration tool
into your most advanced testing tool.
Windy Road BWUnit
leverages the power of TIBCO
ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks™
to provide you with a highly
advanced testing tool for multiplatform integration testing
and system testing, as well as
unit-testing BusinessWorks
projects.
BWUnit supports a vast array
of protocols, such as TIBCO
Rendezvous, JMS, HTTP and
JDBC using SOAP, XML or
native formats. You name it - if
BusinessWorks can integrate
with it, then BWUnit can test it.

THE POWER OF A FULL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
power for your test development and allowing you to set up and tear down test

and services your team is developing, it provides your developers with a familiar
test development environment, which is easier to learn and use.
This also means BWUnit tests use the same schemas, shared resources and global
variables as your feature code, so they are always in sync. Always.

port in your SIT environment, you change it once in your BusinessWorks project
Nice.

DATA DRIVEN TESTING

BWUnit also lets you easily capture and record responses. Simply run your test
input data and see how the responses change, or record the results as a baseline

INTEGRATION
servers like Jenkins and code quality tools like Sonar. BWUnit has been designed from the outset to make these
BWUnit comes with a comprehensive set of Apache Ant macros that make it simple to execute your tests from the

FEATURE
FEATURES

SUPPORTE

NOTES

Core
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Test Set-up and Tear-down

✓

Fixtures can be used to set up and tear down test data for your tests

✓

Transport Layer Stubs can be implemented as starter processes using the same shared resources as your feature code

Stubs
Transport Stubs

✓
In-memory DBs

✓

In-memory JMS

✓

✓

available from the test machine
to be running or available from the test machine

The full test suite can be executed from the command line via Apache Ant

✓
✓

User can dynamically select test subsets or individual tests to execute from the BWUnit UI or from directly with TIBCO
Designer

✓

Test runs can be scheduled using common CI servers, such as Jenkins, Hudson and Bamboo

✓

Recording and Baselining

✓

Bulk Load

✓
✓

Machine-readable Reports

✓

Human-readable Reports

✓

Human-readable test results are recorded in HTML format

Report Archiving

✓

Test reports can be archived using common CI servers, such as Jenkins, Hudson and Bamboo or uploaded in code quality

Shared Environment

✓

Shared Schemas and WSDLs

✓

BWUnit tests use the same XSDs and WSDLs as your feature code

✓

Transports
SOAP/HTTP(S)

✓

SOAP/JMS

✓

HTTP(S)

✓

TIBCO Rendezvous

✓

TIBCO EMS

✓

IBM WebSphere MQ

✓

JDBC

✓

FTP

✓

TCP

✓

TIBCO Adapters

✓

CI Servers

✓

Code Quality Management

✓

Test reports can be uploaded to code quality management tools such as Sonar

Test-driven Development

✓

BWUnit can be used for test-driven development of your BW projects

Behaviour-driven Development

✓

BWUnit tests can be executed from common CI servers such as CruiseControl, Jenkins, Hudson, Bamboo, TeamCity and
Go

✓

✓
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